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Pimsner introduced the C*-algebra OX generated by a Hilbert bimodule X
over a C*-algebra A. We look for additional conditions that X should satisfy in
order to study the simplicity and, more generally, the ideal structure of OX when X
is finite projective. We introduce two conditions, ‘‘(I)-freeness’’ and ‘‘(II )-freeness,’’
stronger than the former, in analogy with J. Cuntz and W. Krieger (Invent. Math.
56, 1980, 251268) and J. Cuntz (Invent. Math. 63, 1981, 2540), respectively.
(I )-freeness comprehends the case of the bimodules associated with an inclusion of
simple C*-algebras with finite index, real or pseudoreal bimodules with finite intrinsic
dimension, and the case of ‘‘CuntzKrieger bimodules.’’ If X satisfies this condition
the C*-algebra OX does not depend on the choice of the generators when A is faith-
fully represented. As a consequence, if X is (I )-free and A is X-simple, then OX is
simple. In the case of CuntzKrieger algebras OA , X-simplicity corresponds to the
irreducibility of the matrix A. If A is simple and p.i. then OX is p.i.; if A is non-
nuclear then OX is nonnuclear. Thus we provide many examples of (purely) infinite
nonnuclear simple C*-algebras. Furthermore if X is (II )-free, we determine the
ideal structure of OX .  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In [Pi] Pimsner associated with every Hilbert C*-bimodule X a
C*-algebra OX . The bimodule X had a natural representation in OX , and
generates OX as a C*-algebra. As noted in [Pi], representing Hilbert
C*-bimodules in C*-algebras is a natural generalization of the notion of
Hilbert space contained in a C*-algebra, introduced by Doplicher and
Roberts (see, e.g., [DR2]).
The construction of OX generalizes and unifies various examples of
C*-algebras. As noted in [Pi], OX is a generalization of CuntzKrieger
algebras OA [Cu, CK], crossed product C*-algebras A<Z by an auto-
morphism, and crossed products by partial automorphisms introduced
by Exel [Ex]. In the particular case where X is the bimodule associated
with an inclusion of von Neumann algebras, the same construction had
been independently considered by Katayama [Ka]. If X is a Hilbert
C*-bimodule in the sense of [BMS], OX , previously considered in [AEE]
from the viewpoint of crossed product C*-algebras, was introduced as a
‘‘crossed product by X.’’ Furthermore, in the case where X is full and finite
projective as a right A-module, OX is the DoplicherRoberts algebra
associated to X regarded as an object of the semitensor C*-category with
objects Hilbert C*-bimodules over A and arrows right adjointable maps
(cf. [DPZ] or Proposition 2.5).
Examples of Hilbert C*-bimodules are provided from inclusions of
simple C*-algebras with finite index studied in [Wa] and [I1, I2].
Our main interest in this paper is to study the ideal structure of OX when
A is unital and X is finite projective. We shall discuss the case where A
is _-unital and X is countably generated elsewhere [P, KPW].
We look for a general criterion that generalizes and unifies the case of
crossed products by properly outer automorphisms [El, OP1, Co1, Co2,
CT, Ol, Ki, OP2], condition (I ) and (II ) for CuntzKrieger algebras
[Cu, CK, Cu2], condition of having ‘‘determinant 1’’ for Doplicher
Roberts algebras [DR1, DR2, DR3], and the case of bimodules associated
with inclusions of simple C*-algebras with finite Jones index >1 [Jo, Wa].
In Section 4 we formulate a condition, that we call (I )-freeness, in
analogy with condition (I ) in [CK]. Our main general result is Theorem
4.3. We prove that if X is (I )-free then any representation of the bimodule
X in a C*-algebra D that is faithful on the coefficient algebra A extends
to a faithful representation of OX in D. Hence OX is the unique C*-algebra
generated by a faithful representation of X in a C*-algebra. In particular,
if A is X-simple, OX is simple.
Furthermore we introduce a stronger condition, (II )-freeness, again in
analogy with property (II ) of [Cu2], that allows us to determine closed
ideals of OX in terms of a certain class of closed ideals of A.
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The strategy of the proof of Theorem 4.3 is the following. First we
identify the algebra OX with the DoplicherRoberts algebra associated with
X regarded as an object of the right tensor C*-category of Hilbert
C*-bimodules with arrows right adjointable maps (Section 2). Thus OX
carries a natural structure of Z-graded C*-algebra k # Z OX (k), similar to
that of CuntzKrieger algebras and crossed product C*-algebras by an
automorphism.
We next need show that the canonical dense *-subalgebra 0OX generated
by the homogeneous spaces has a unique C*-norm and that any represen-
tation of OX that is faithful on X is faithful. To this aim it is enough to
show, by a result of [DR1], that the projection of 0OX onto OX
(0) is
continuous in any C*-norm. This second step is present, for example, in
[El, Ki] for certain crossed product C*-algebras by outer actions of auto-
morphism groups, in [Cu, CK] for the algebras On and OA , where A is a
matrix that satisfies property (I ), and in [DR1] for the algebras O\
associated with a unitary representation of a compact group with determi-
nant 1. We introduce our main assumption that X is (I )-free in order to
prove this second step.
It is interesting to note that if X is (I )-free, the simplicity criterion that
we get, that requires for A to be X-simple (i.e., lack of the so-called
X-invariant ideals of A), corresponds, in the case of CuntzKrieger
algebras OA to irreducibility of the matrix A.
Thirdly, in order to study the ideal structure of OX we use the condition
that X is (II )-free. This condition, similarly to condition (II ) by Cuntz
and Krieger [Cu2], assures that any closed ideal J of OX is Z-graded, and
hence determined by a certain ideal of A, and it guarantees also that OX J
is still an algebra of the form OY , where Y is a (I )-free Hilbert C*-bimodule
obtained as a quotient of X over a quotient of A.
In Section 5 we discuss two applications of our main theorem: the case
of real or pseudoreal bimodules with Jones index >1, that contains the
special important case of bimodules associated with proper inclusions of
simple C*-algebras with finite index in the sense of [Wa], and the case of
‘‘CuntzKrieger’’ bimodules, namely bimodules for which the coefficient
algebra is the direct sum of d>1 simple C*-algebras and furthermore the
adjacency matrix satisfies condition (I ) of [CK].
In Section 6 we investigate about pure infiniteness of OX . We prove that
if X is (I )-free and A is simple and purely infinite then OX is simple
and purely infinite. There exists a relation with the classification theory of
purely infinite simple C*-algebras. We do not pursue this in the present
paper, just see, for example, [Ro% 1, Ro% 2] and other works in recent rapid
development.
After this work was completed we received the paper [MS] by Muhly
and Solel, where similar problems have been considered.
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2. REPRESENTATIONS OF BIMODULE STRUCTURES
Following [Pi], a Hilbert bimodule X over a C*-algebra A is a right
Hilbert A-module (with A-valued inner product denoted by ( | )A )
endowed with an isometric *-homomorphism ,: A  LA (X) from A to
the algebra of right A-linear adjointable maps on X (the left action of A).
In the following, we will write XA when X is regarded just as a Hilbert
A-module, and AXA when it is regarded as a Hilbert A-bimodule.
In this section we review the various constructions of the C*-algebra OX
following [Pi, AEE, DPZ, Ka]. We will assume here and in the rest of this
paper, for simplicity, that the C*-algebra A is unital and that the Hilbert
C*-module XA is full and finite projective.
For x, y # X, the rank one operator %x, y # LA (XA ) is defined by
%x, y(z)=x( y | z)A for z # X. We denote by KA (XA ) the norm closure of
linear combinations of rank one operators. A finite subset [u1 , ..., un]/X
is called a basis for X if x=ni=1 ui (u i | x)A for all x # X. Recall that since
XA is finite projective, it has a basis, and that every adjointable map on
XA is an element of KA (XA ). We set K :=KA(XA)=LA (XA ).
We fix a basis [u1 , ..., un] of XA . Let ,: A  LA(XA ) be the defining
left action of A on X. For a # A,
,(a) uj= :
n
i=1
uiaij ,
where aij :=(ui | ,(a) uj)A # A. Then the C*-algebra OX is the universal
C*-algebra generated by A and n operators [S1 , ..., Sn] satisfying rela-
tions:
S i*S j=(ui | uj)A , :
n
i=1
SiS i*=I, and aSj= :
n
i=1
Siaij
for a # A and j=1, ..., n. The generators Si (i=1, ..., n) are partial
isometries if and only if the basis satisfies (ui | uj)A =0, i{ j, because the
orthogonality of the basis implies that ui=ui (ui | ui)A .
The following formulation of the universality of the algebra OX , due to
Pimsner [Pi], makes use only of the bimodule structure of X, with no need
of choosing a basis.
A representation of the Hilbert A-bimodule A XA in a C*-algebra D is
a pair (V, \A ) constituted by a linear map V: X  D and a unital *-homo-
morphism \A : A  D satisfying:
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Vxa=Vx\A (a), (2.1)
V,(a) x=\A (a) Vx , (2.2)
V*x Vy=\A ((x | y)A ) (2.3)
for x, y # X, a # A. Note that \A is uniquely determined by V since X is
assumed to be full. If [ui , i=1, ..., n] is a basis of X, ni=1 Vui V*ui does not
depend on the choice of the basis, and is called the support of (V, \A ).
We regard X as an imprimitivity bimodule K XA in the sense of [Ri],
with left inner product K (x | y)=%x, y for x, y # X. A representation of
KXA in a C*-algebra D is a triple (V, \K , \A), where (V, \A ) is a
representation of AXA in D and \K : K  D is a unital *-homomorphism
such that
Vkx=\K (k) Vx , (2.4)
VxV*y=\K ( K (x | y)) (2.5)
for x, y # X, k # K. Note that since \K is unital,
:
n
i=1
Vui V*ui=I, (2.6)
for any basis [ui , i=1, ..., n] of X. Furthermore, comparing (2.2) and (2.4),
\K b ,=\A .
The C*-algebra OX is the universal C*-algebra generated by operators
Sx , x # X, where S: X  OX defines a representation of the imprimitivity
bimodule KXA in OX .
The equivalence of the above two definitions depends on the fact that
any representation of the Hilbert A-bimodule AXA in a unital C*-algebra
D with support I extends to a representation of the imprimitivity bimodule
KXA [Pi]. We will give a proof in Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 2.3, because
it is one of the steps of our proof of the simplicity of OX .
References [Pi, Ka], generalizing to Hilbert C*-bimodules a well
known construction for Hilbert spaces, provide a concrete realization of OX
as a quotient of the Toeplitz algebra TX acting on the Fock space of X.
This construction shows in particular that every Hilbert C*-bimodule can
be faithfully represented in some C*-algebra.
We consider right Hilbert A-modules X m=X A } } }  A X (m-times),
with the convention X 0=A (since XA is finite projective, the algebraic
tensor products of A are right Hilbert A-modules, with no need of com-
pletion (cf. [KW1])). Let F(X)=m=0 X
m be the full Fock space of X,
regarded as a right Hilbert A-module. We consider the representation of
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AXA in LA (F(X)A ) by letting A act in the obvious way on F(X) and
defining, for x # X, the creation operator Tx # LA (F(X)A )
Tx(x1  } } } xm)=xx1  } } } xm ,
Tx(a)=xa
for x1  } } } xm # X m and a # A. The C*-subalgebra TX of LA (F(X)A )
generated by [Tx ; x # X] is called the Toeplitz algebra of X.
Let ?: LA (F(X)A )  LA (F(X)A )KA (F(X)A ) be the quotient map,
and set Sx=?(Tx), x # X. Let C*(SX) denote the C*-subalgebra generated
by [Sx ; x # X]. For x=(x1 , ..., xr) # X_r, we set Sx=Sx1 } } } Sxr and put
S<=I. Let Fr, s denote the closed subspace of C*(SX) generated by
[SxS*y ; x # X_s, y # X _r]. Let, for T # K=KA (XA )=LA (XA ), ?K (T ) #
LA (F(X)A )KA (F(X)A ) denote the image in the quotient algebra of the
operator on F(X) that acts trivially on X 0=A and that on X  r,
r=1, 2, ... acts by x1  } } } xr [ (Tx1) } } } xr . Since ?K (%x, y)=
Sx S*y for x, y # X, we have ?K (T ) # F1, 1 /C*(SX) for T # K. Put ?A (a)=
?K (,(a)) for a # A. Then (S, ?K , ?A ) is a representation of K XA in
C*(SX) with support I. It has been shown in [Pi] that C*(SX) is the
universal C*-algebra generated by such a representation, therefore it is
isomorphic to OX .
Let [u1 , ..., un] be a basis of X. Then the identity
Sx S*y= :
n
i=1
SxSui S*ui S*y ,
for x # X_r, y # X_s, shows that Fr, s /Fr+1, s+1 . We denote by F (k) the
completion of r=0 Fr, r+k in its unique C*-norm. The unitary representa-
tion U of T on F(X) defined by U(t) x=trx, t # T, x # X r implements an
automorphic action #: T  Aut OX such that #t(Sx)=tSx for t # T and
x # X, thus making OX into a Z-graded C*-algebra. The fixed point algebra
O#X is F
(0)
 . We denote by m0 the faithful conditional expectation of OX
onto F (0) defined by m0(T )=T #t(T ) dt for T # OX .
We now recall the construction of OX by [DPZ], intrinsic to the category
of Hilbert C*-bimodules. A general construction [DR3] associates
functorially to each object \ of a strict tensor C*-category, a C*-algebra
O\ . This applies, with no substantial modifications, to the case where \ is
just an object of a strict right tensor C*-category T. More specifically, T
is a C*-category for which the set of objects is a semigroup with unit @,
such that for any triple of objects \, _, { there are maps L\{, _{ defined on
the space (\, _) of arrows from \ to _ (‘‘tensoring on the right by 1{ ’’) that
satisfy
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L\{, _{| L
\, _
{ =L
\, _
{| ,
L\, _@ =id.
These maps are assumed to satisfy natural compatibility relations with
the *-involution and composition of the category T. Any strict tensor
C*-category is a strict right tensor C*-category by L\, _{ (T )=T1{ . For
simplicity, we assume that the L\, _{ are isometric mappings.
Let 0O (k)\ be the algebraic inductive limit of linear spaces (\
r, \r+k) by
the maps L\r, \r+k\ . Then the algebraic direct sum
0O\=k # Z
0O (k)\ is a
Z-graded *-algebra. Let #: T  Aut0O\ be the automorphic T-action defining
the grading. The algebra O\ is defined to be the completion of
0O\ in the
unique C*-norm for which #z is isometric.
Let A/D be a unital inclusion of C*-algebras. A typical example
of strict right tensor C*-category is the category HA (D) of Hilbert
A-bimodules contained in a C*-algebra D, finite projective as right
A-modules and with support I. An object of HA (D) is a closed subspace
X of D for which AX=XA=X and X*XA. X carries an obvious
Hilbert A-bimodule structure. The set of arrows between two objects X
and Y is the space LA (XA , YA )=KA (XA , YA ) of right adjointable
A-module maps, identified with the subspace XY* of D. The operations of
composition and *-involution on the arrows of HA (D) are given by the
operator product and *-involution inherited from D. For any pair of
objects X, Y of HA (D), XY, the linear span of operator products xy, x # X,
y # Y, is a strict realization of the tensor product X A Y of Hilbert A-
bimodules. The unit object is the trivial bimodule A. On arrows, the right
tensor product with the identity arrows is defined by LX, YZ (T )=T. Note
that the Hilbertian norm on X coincides with the norm inherited from D.
DoplicherRoberts construction applied to an object X of HA (D)
provides a C*-algebra containing X and A. Since XA is finite projective,
the subspace 0O (k)\ of O\ identifies with r X
r+kX r*/D, therefore O\ is a
C*-algebra generated by X, that in general fails to identify with the C*-
subalgebra C*(X) of D generated by X. It has been shown in [DPZ] that
this C*-algebra is isomorphic to OX . For convenience, we will give a proof
of this fact. We need the following standard computation of the norm of a
finite rank operator.
2.1. Lemma. Let A be a C*-algebra and XA a right Hilbert
A-module. For x1 , ..., xn , y1 , ..., yn # X, we have
" :
n
i=1
%xi , yi"=&((x i | x j)A )12ij (( yi | yj)A )12ij &,
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where the norm at the right hand side is the C* norm on Mn(A). In par-
ticular, if X=A, then for x1 , ..., xn , y1 , ..., yn # A we have
" :
n
i=1
xi yi*"=&(xi*xj)12ij ( yi*y j)12ij &.
Proof. For x, y # X, we have
&%x, y&2=&%*x, y %x, y&=&%y(x | x)A, y&
=&%y(x | x)
A
12 &=&( y(x | x)12A | y(x | x)
12
A )A &
=&(x | x)12A ( y | y)12A &2.
Consider Y :=X } } } X=XCn as a right AMn(C)-module as
in the proof of [KW1, Proposition 1.18]. For x=(x1 , ..., xn), y=
( y1 , ..., yn) # Y, we put (x | y)AMn(C)=((x i | yj)A ) ij . Let
3x, y(z)=x( y | z)AMn(C)
for x, y, z # Y. Then 3x, y=(ni=1 %xi, yi)I by the identification
LAMn(C)(YAMn(C))=LA (XA )C.
Therefore we have
" :
n
i=1
%xi, yi"=&3x, y&=&(x | x)12AMn(C) ( y | y)12AMn(C)&
=&((xi | xj)A )12ij (( yi | y j)A )12ij &.
The following lemma shows that any representation of a right Hilbert
C*-module XA in some C*-algebra extends to a representation of the
imprimitivity bimodule K XA in the same C*-algebra.
Let T denote a full C*-subcategory of the category HA of finite projec-
tive right Hilbert modules over A.
2.2. Lemma [Pi, Lemma 3.2]. Let A and D be unital C*-algebras. Let
be given a linear map ?X : X  D for each object X of T and a unital
*-homomorphism ?A : A  D such that
?X (xa)=?X (x) ?A (a) and ?X (x)* ?X ( y)=?A ((x | y)A )
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for x, y # X and a # A. Then there exists a unique *-functor ?: T  HA (D)
with full image that associates ?x(X) with any object X # T, and such that
?(%y, x)=?Y ( y) ?X (x)* and ?X (kx)=?K (k) ?X (x)
for x # X, y # Y, and k # KA (XA , YA ). Furthermore if ?A is one to one,
then ? is faithful and ?X is an isometry.
Proof. For x1 , ..., xn # X, y1 , ..., yn # Y, Lemma 2.1 with a slight
modification shows that
" :
n
i=1
%xi, yi"=&((xi | x j)A )12ij (( yi | yj)A )12ij &
e&(?A ((xi | xj)A ))12ij (?A (( yi | y j)A ))
12
ij &
=&(?X (xi)* ?X (xj))12ij (?Y ( yi)* ?Y ( yj))
12
ij &
=" :
n
i=1
?x(xi) ?Y ( yi)*".
The above estimate shows that there exists a contraction ?: KA (XA , YA )
 D such that ?(%y, x)=?Y ( y) ?X (x)*. It is easily seen that the map
?: T  HA (D) is in fact a *-functor. Since
?X (%x, y(z))=?X (x( y | z)A )=?X (x) ?A(( y | z)A )
=?X (x) ?Y ( y)* ?X (z)=?(%x, y) ?X (z)
we have that ?X(kz)=?(k) ?X (z) for k # KA (XA , YA ) and z # X. Further-
more assume that ?A is one to one. Then the only inequality in the above
calculation becomes an equality. Thus ?: KA (XA , YA )  D is also one to
one. Since
&?X (x)&2=&?X (x)* ?X (x)&=&?A ((x | x)A )&=&(x | x)A&=&x&2,
? is an isometry.
Let TX denote the full subcategory of the category HA with objects
[X r, r=0, 1, 2, ...].
2.3. Corollary [Pi]. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and A XA a
Hilbert A-bimodule, full and finite projective as a right A-module. Let
,: A  K=KA (XA )=LA (XA ) be the defining left action of A. Let
OX=C*[Sx ; x # X] and let ?A : A  OX be the canonical embedding. Then
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there exist representations (?r , ?A ), r=0, 1, 2, ..., of Hilbert A-bimodules
X  r in OX with support I such that
?r(x1  } } } xr)=Sx1 } } } Sxr .
Furthermore there is a faithful right tensor *-functor ?: TX  HA (OX) such
that ?(X  r)=?r(X  r) and
?: %x1 } } } xs, y1 } } } yr # KA (X
 r
A , X
s
A )
 Sx1 } } } Sxs S*yr } } } S*y1 # Fr, s .
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.2 to X r in place of X and put D=OX . Since
S*xr } } } S*x1Sy1 } } } Syr=?A ((x1  } } } xr | y1  } } } yr)A ),
there exists an isometry ?r : X r  OX such that ?r(x1  } } } xr)=
Sx1 } } } Sxr that satisfies
?r(xa)=?r(x) ?A (a), ?r(,(a) x)=?A (a) ?r(x)
and
?r(x)* ?r( y)=?A ((x | y)A ),
hence ?r is a faithful representation of X  r in OX , clearly with support I.
By Lemma 2.2, there exists a faithful *-functor ?: TX  HA (OX) that
satisfies the stated properties. We show that ? is right tensor. Let
[u1 , ..., un] be a basis of X.
?(%x1 } } } xs, y1 } } } yr I )=? \ :
n
i=1
%x1 } } } xsui, y1 } } } yrui+
= :
n
i=1
Sx1 } } } Sxs Sui S*ui Syr } } } S*y1
=Sx1 } } } Sxs S*yr } } } S*y1 .
Let \=XA be a Hilbert A-bimodule contained in a C*-algebra D with
support I, regarded as an object of the strict right tensor C*-category
HA (D), and associate to it the DoplicherRoberts algebra O\ .
2.4. Lemma. Let O(k)\ denote the closure of
0O (k)\ in O\ . There is an
isomorphism of Z-graded *-algebras
: 
k # Z
O (k)\  
k # Z
F (k)
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such that (x)=Sx , x # X. Furthermore  is compatible with the inclu-
sions KA (X rA , X
r+k
A ) /KA (X
 r+1
A , X
r+k+1
A ) in O
(k)
\ and Fr, r+k
/Fr+1, r+k+1 in F (k) .
Proof. Since the *-functor ? defined in Corollary 2.3 is compatible
with right tensorization with the identity arrows, we may define a
*-isomorphism of Z-graded *-algebras : k # Z O (k)\  k # Z F
(k)
 by
letting
|K(XAr XA s)=?.
As a consequence of the previous lemma we deduce the following result,
proved also in [DPZ].
2.5. Proposition. The isomorphism : k # Z O (k)\  k # Z F
k
 of
Z-graded *-algebras defined in the previous lemma extends to an
isomorphism : O\  OX of C*-algebras.
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.4 we need to show that the norm of
k # Z F
k
 inherited from LA (F(X)A )KA (F(X)A ) makes the canonical
automorphic action of T continuous. But this is clear since this action is
implemented by the quotient image of a unitary representation of T on
F(X)A .
In the following we shall identify OX with the algebra O\ , omitting
the isomorphism . In particular, X and A, as well as the spaces
KA (X rA , X
 s
A ), will be regarded as closed subspaces of OX .
The existence of the following sequence of conditional expectations will
be useful later.
2.6 Lemma. Consider the same situation as in Corollary 2.3. Assume
furthermore that X is a Hilbert A-bimodule of finite type in the sense of
[KW1] with left inner product &A( | ). Then there exist conditional expecta-
tions Er : O (0)X  KA (X
r
A ) ( for r=0, 1, 2, ...) such that in norm T=
limr   Er(T) for T # O (0)X . Moreover there exists a conditional expectation
E OXA : OX  A.
Proof. As in [KW1, Lemma 3.23, 3.24], there exists a conditional
expectation E r+kr : KA (X
r
A  A X
k
A )  KA (X
r
A ) such that
E r+kr (%x1y1, x2y2)=(r&Ind[X
k])&1 %x1A( y1 | y2), x2
for x1 , x2 # X r and y1 , y2 # X k. We also have a conditional expectation
G: KA (XA)  A such that G(%x, y)=(r&Ind[X])&1 (x | y) for x, y # X by
[KW1 Lemma 1.26]. Then we can easily construct the desired conditional
expectations Er : O (0)X  KA (X
r
A ). Put E0=G b E1 and E
OX
A =E0 b m0 ,
where m0 is the conditional expectation of OX onto O (0)X obtained averaging
over the action of T.
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Lemma 2.6 shows that, if X is a Hilbert A-bimodule of finite type, the
relative commutant algebra A$ & O(0)X is approximated by the subalgebras
r=1 A$ & KA(X
r
A ) (cf. [KW1]).
3. CANONICAL COMPLETELY POSITIVE MAPS
Let u1 , ..., un be a finite basis of XA . We define a completely positive
map _: OX  OX by _(T)=ni=1 u iTu i*. We note that _ does depend on the
choice of the basis, and that it is not a *-endomorphism in general.
However,
3.1. Lemma The restriction of _ to A$ & OX is a unital *-monomorphism
that does not depend on the choice of the basis of XA .
Proof. For T1 , T2 # A$ & OX ,
_(T1) _(T2)=:
i
uiT1 ui* :
j
ujT2u*j
=:
i
:
j
u iT1(ui | uj)A T2u*j
=:
i
:
j
u i (ui | uj)A T1T2 u*j
=:
j
ujT1 T2u*j=_(T1T2).
Suppose that _(T)=0 for T # A$ & OX . Then _(TT*)=i uiTT*ui*=0.
Hence ui T=0. Then uiaT=uiaT=uiTa=0 for a # A. Thus xT=0 for all
x # X. Therefore ( y | x)A T= y*xT=0. Since XA is full, T=0. Thus _ is
isometric on A$ & OX . Let [v1 , ..., vm] be another basis of XA . Then
vj=i ui (ui | vj)A . For T # A$ & OX , we have
:
m
j=1
vj Tv*j =:
j \:i u i (ui | vj)A+ T \:k uk(uk | vj)A+
*
=:
k
:
i
ui \:j (ui | v j)A (vj | uk)A+ Tu*k
=:
k
:
i
uk(ui | uk)A Tu*k
=:
k
ukTu*k=_(T ).
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3.2. Lemma. For T # A$ & OX and x1 , ..., xm # X we have
_m(T ) x1 } } } xm=x1 } } } xmT
and _m(T ) commutes with KA (X mA ). In particular _(T) commutes with
A/KA (XA ) and _ preserves A$ & OX .
Proof.
_m(T ) x1 } } } xm =:
im
} } } :
i1
uim } } } ui1 Tu*i1 } } } u*im x1 } } } xm
=:
im
} } } :
i1
uim } } } ui1 u*i1 } } } u*im x1 } } } xmT
=x1 } } } xmT.
Therefore for x1 , ..., xm , y1 , ..., ym # X,
_m(T ) x1 } } } xm y*m } } } y1*=x1 } } } xmTy*m } } } y*1
=x1 } } } xm y*m } } } y1*_m(T ).
The following lemma shows that _ acts as a shift operator on the sub-
spaces LA (X  rA , X
s
A ).
3.3. Lemma. Let
: 
k # Z
O (k)\  
k # Z
F (k)
be the *-isomorphism defined in Lemma 2.4. For T # A$ & KA (X mA ), we
have &1_(T )=IT # A$KA (X A X mA ).
Proof. Since T commutes with the left action of A, IT makes sense.
Let T=x, y %x, y , where x=x1  } } } xm and y= y1  } } } ym # X m
run over a finite set of simple tensors. Then
_&1(T )=_&1 \:x, y %x, y+=_ \:x, y SxS*y+
= \ :
n
i=1
:
x, y
Sui SxS*y S*ui+
= :
n
i=1
:
x, y
%ui x, uiy=IT.
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4. THE IDEAL STRUCTURE OF OX
In this section we study the ideal structure of OX under certain assump-
tions on the bimodule X. In particular, we get a simplicity criterion for OX .
It was shown in [El, Ki] that discrete crossed product C*-algebras are
simple if the group action satisfies a suitable outerness property. On the
other hand, CuntzKrieger algebras OA are simple if the defining matrix A
is irreducible and nonpermutation [CK]. More generally, if A satisfies
property (I ) in the sense of [CK] then OA is uniquely determined by gener-
ators and relations. Furthermore if A satisfies property (II ) (which is
stronger then (I )) then the ideal structure of OA is explicitly determined in
[Cu2]. Matsumoto generalized the simplicity argument to C*-algebras
associated with subshifts [Ma]. Furthermore, DoplicherRoberts algebras
O\ were shown to be simple in the case where \ is a unitary finite dimen-
sional representation of a compact group of determinant 1.
Our aim is to formulate a criterion to study the ideal structure of OX that
generalizes all the above mentioned results.
4.1. Definition. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and XA a finite projec-
tive right Hilbert A-module. Let ,: A  K=KA (XA )=LA (XA ) be a
unital isometric *-homomorphism. Then a closed ideal J of A is called
X-invariant if (x | ,(a) y)A # J for x, y # X and a # J.
We note that JX :=[a # A: (x | ,(a) y)A # J, x, y # X] is a closed X-
invariant ideal of A containing J, if J is X-invariant. Note also that if X
is not full and J is the proper ideal generated by inner products then
JX=A. Otherwise, if X is full then JX is proper if J is. In particular, if J
is a maximal proper X-variant ideal then JX=J. An algebra A with no
proper X-invariant ideal will be called X-simple.
For any closed ideal J of A we denote by XJ the closed subset of X of
elements x # X for which (x | x)A # J. If we approximate x with xu: , with
u: an approximate unit of J, we see that ( y | x)A # J for all y # X. This
shows in particular that x+ y # XJ i.e., XJ is a subspace of X. Furthermore,
since XJXJ and XJAXJ , XXJ is a right Hilbert module over AJ in
a natural way.
4.2. Proposition. If J is a closed X-invariant ideal of A then , : AJ
 LAJ(XXJ), , ([a])[x]=[,(a) x] defines a *-homomorphism such that
ker , =JXJ. In particular, if JX=J then , is isometric.
Proof. Since X is finite projective an J is X-invariant, ,(J) XXJXJ .
Furthermore for x # XJ , a # A, (,(a) x | ,(a) x)=(x | ,(a*a) x) # J, thus
,(A) XJ XJ . It follows that , is a well defined *-homomorphism. The
rest of the proof is now clear.
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A bimodule X is called (I )-free if for any k # N there exists an element
Tk # A$ & LA (X pkA , X
qk
A ) of norm 1 satisfying the following conditions:
A % a [ ,(a) T*kTk # LA (X pkA ) (4.1.)
is completely isometric and
&T*k _k(Tk)&<1. (4.2)
A bimodule X is called (II )-free if for any closed X-invariant ideal J of
A such that JX=J, XXJ is (I )-free. If J=[0] then JX=[0] since , is
faithful, therefore (II )-freeness implies (I )-freeness.
Let (V, \A ) be a representation of the Hilbert A-bimodule X in D with
support I. Let C*(V(X)) and *alg(V(X)) denote respectively the C*-sub-
algebra and the *-subalgebra of D generated by V(X).
The following theorem shows that if X is (I )-free, then generators and
relations determine OX uniquely, whenever A is faithfully represented. If in
addition X is (II )-free then one can determine explicitly the ideal structure
of OX .
4.3. Theorem. Let X be a full Hilbert module over a C*-algebra A and
let D be a unital C*-algebra, (V, \A) a representation of AXA in D with
support I and let .: OX  D be the unique *-homomorphism such that
.(x)=Vx and .(a)=\A (a) for x # X, a # A (by the universality of OX).
(i) If A % a  \A (a) # D is one to one, then the restriction of . to O (0)X
is one to one. Furthermore, if X is (I )-free then
(1) .: OX  D is one to one, hence 0OX $*&alg(V(X)),
(2) 0OX has a unique C*-norm.
(ii) If X is (II )-free then
(1)$ the maps J [ J :=J & A, J  J :=cls[X rJX s*, r, s=
0, 1, 2, ...] are inclusion preserving bijective correspondences, inverse of one
another, between closed ideals of OX and X-invariant ideals J of A for which
JX=J.
(2)$ if J is the ideal of A corresponding to the ideal J of OX as in
(1)$ then OXJ=OXXJ .
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.2. to X  r in place of X, for any r. The restric-
tion of . to KA(X mA ) is isometric, hence the restriction of . to O
(0)
X is
isometric. Let us assume that X is (I )-free.
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We claim, without proving it, that the arguments of Lemma 2.2 can be
easily generalized to show that for any pair of Hilbert bimodules X, Y and
any x1 , ..., xn , y1 , ..., yn # X, T # ,(A)$ & LA (YA),
"\ :
n
i=1
%xi, yi 1Y+ b (1X T )"
=&((xi | xj)A )12 (( y i | y j)A )12 diag((T*T )12)&,
where the right hand side is the norm on Mn(,(A)$ & LA (YA)) and
diag(B) is the matrix of Mn(A) with B in the diagonal. It follows that (4.1)
can be also read as
&_ p(T*n Tn) T&=&T&, T # KA (X pA ).
Let rn be sufficiently large so that T n*_ j (Tn) # LA (X rnA ) for j=1, ..., n.
We claim also that replacing rn by some other r$n , if necessary, we may find
T $n satisfying the above property and the following property, stronger than
(4.2),
&T $n*_n(T $n)&<=.
To prove the claim it is enough to assume n=1, since we may replace
T=T1 by Tn , r1 by rn , and X by X n. Choose a natural number q such
that &T*_(T )&q+1<=. Then T $ :=T_r1(T ) } } } _qr1(T) satisfies the desired
properties. Indeed, using the fact that T*_(T ) # LA (X r1A ) commutes with
_r1(T*), _2r1(T*), ..., _qr1(T*), we have that
&T $*_(T $)&=&T*_(T ) _r1(T*_(T )) _2r1(T*_(T )) } } } _qr1(T*_(T ))&
&T*_(T )&q+1<=.
Moreover, for any Z # LA (X pA ),
&_ p(T $*T $) Z&=&Z_ p(T*T ) _ p+r1(T*T ) } } } _ p+qr1(T*T )&=&Z&.
Let now B=nj=&n Bj be an element of
0OX , with
Bj # LA (X pA , X
p+ j
A )
and n{0. Note that setting
B$ :=_ p(T $*n) B_ p(T $n),
B$= :
n
j=&n
B$j ,
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where for non-negative j,
B$j=_ p(T $n*_ j (T $n) Bj).
It follows that for some p$ and all j,
B$j # LA (X p$A , X
p$+ j
A ).
Using the fact that the homogeneous subspaces 0O (k)X have a unique
C*-norm and that . is faithful on them, hence isometric, we deduce, by
property (4.1) that
&.(B$0)&=&B$0 &=&B0&,
furthermore,
&B$j&<= &Bj& for j=&n, n,
&B$j&&Bj & for j=&(n&1), ..., n&1,
Applying the same computation to B$, replacing T $n by T $n&1 , we deduce,
after a finite number of steps, by the arbitrarity of =, that
&B0&=&.(B0)&&.(B)&.
Thus there exists a conditional expectation E : .(OX)  .(O (0)X ) such that
E (.(B))=.(B0). Since E .=.m0 , . is one to one on O (0)X , and m0 is faith-
ful, we have that . is one to one, and (1) follows. On the other hand we
have just shown that the inequality &B0&&B& holds in any C*-norm on
0OX , hence the proof of (2) is complete for, by [DR1],
0OX has a unique
C*-norm with this property.
(ii) Let us now assume that X is (II )-free and let J be a closed ideal
of OX . Then J=J & A is a closed X-invariant ideal of A satisfying JX=J.
Hence XXJ is (I )-free. Since XJ=J & X, the bimodule XXJ is isometri-
cally isomorphic to XJ thought of as a Hilbert bimodule over AJ, thus
there is a natural representation of XXJ in OXJ that is faithful on AJ.
We may apply (a) to deduce that OXXJ is isomorphic to OX J. Let mk
denote the projection onto 0O (k)X . The first part of the proof applied to
this representation also shows that if B is an element of J then m0(B) is
still in J. Now for positive k, for any x # Xk, x*mk(B)=m0(x*B), thus
x*mk(B) # J, hence mk(B) # J. Since, by Fourier analysis, any element B
of OX is the limit in norm of Cesaro sums of mk(B)’s, we deduce that any
closed ideal J is invariant under the canonical action of T, and hence it
is generated by the subspaces J & LA(X rA , X
s
A )=X
sJX r*, therefore the
correspondence is one to one. It remains to show that the correspondence
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is surjective, i.e., that for any X-invariant ideal J of A satisfying JX=J we
have J & A=J, where J is the closed ideal of OX generated by J. Clearly
J is invariant under the automorphic action of T, hence JJ(0) & A.
Now J(0) is the inductive limit of the X rJX r*, and X rJX r* is a closed ideal
of LA(X  rA ) that we will denote by Jr . Let ?r be the composition of the
inclusion of A in LA (X rA ) with the quotient map of LA (X
r
A ) in
LA (X rA )Jr . Similarly, let ? be the composition of the inclusion of A
in O (0)X with the quotient map of O
(0)
X in O
(0)
X J
(0). Then ker ?r=A & Jr
and ker ?=A & J(0), hence there are obvious *-monomorphisms
AA & Jr  LA(X rA )Jr
AA & J(0)  O (0)X J
(0).
If b is an element of a C*-algebra B and I is a closed ideal of B, we
denote by [b]BI the image of b under the quotient map B  BI.
Since a monomorphism between C*-algebras is isometric, for any a # A
&[a]AA & J(0) &=&[a]OX(0)J(0) &=dist(a, J
(0))
=lim
r
dist(a, Jr)=lim
r
&[a]LA(XA r)Jr &=limr
&[a]AA & Jr &.
We claim that JX=J implies that A & Jr=J for all r; hence adding this
fact to the above chain of equalities we deduce that
&[a]AA & J(0) &=&[a]AJ &.
It follows that the natural *-homomorphism AJ  AA & J(0) is injec-
tive, i.e., A & J(0)=J. We finally prove the claim. If a # X rJX r* & A then
for x, y # X r, x*ay # J hence for x$, y$ # X r&1, x$*ay$ # JX=J. Iterating the
argument we deduce that a # J, and the proof is complete.
4.4. Corollary. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and A XA a Hilbert
A-bimodule, full and finite projective as a right Hilbert A-module. Let
,: A  K=KA (XA )=LA (XA ) be a the defining left action of A on X.
If X is (I )-free and A is X-simple, then the C*-algebra OX is simple.
Proof. Let J{OX be a closed ideal of OX . Since J :=J & A is X-
invariant and A is X-simple, we have J=0. Then the image of A in OX J
under the quotient map is faithful and all the relations are preserved. Thus
the quotient map is one to one by Theorem 4.3(1), that is, J=0. Therefore
OX is simple.
Remark 1. Let X be any Hilbert bimodule over A. It has been proved
in [DPZ] that X-simplicity of A is a necessary condition to get simplicity
of OX , but it is not sufficient in general. Similarly to the case of discrete
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crossed products [El, Ki], one need to assure furthermore that a certain
Connes spectrum naturally associated with X is full [DPZ].
Remark 2. Following more closely the techniques of Elliott [El] and
Kishimoto [Ki], it is easy to see that we can replace the assumption of
(I )-freeness in Corollary 4.4 by the following condition (i) or the weaker
condition (ii).
(i) For any k # N, any z # LA (X kA ), any finite subset [z1 , ..., zm]/
LA (X kA ), and any =>0, there exists q # O
(0)
X with &q&=1 such that &qzq&
e&z&&=, &qzi&zi q&E= for i=1, ..., m and &q_ j (q)&E= for j=1, ..., k.
(ii) For any k # N, any z # LA (X kA ), any finite subset [z1 , ..., zm]/
LA (X kA ), and any =>0, there exists q # O
(0)
X with &q&=1 such that
&qzq&e&z&&=, &qzi _ j (q)&E=, and &_ j (q) ziq&E= for i=1, ..., m and
j=1, ..., k.
Remark 3. We can also provide a proof of the simplicity of the
C*-algebra O4 associated with a certain class of general subshifts studied
by Matsumoto [Ma] and in particular O; associates with ;-shifts studied
in [KMW] by our argument.
5. APPLICATIONS OF THE SIMPLICITY CRITERION
(a) Real or Pseudoreal Bimodules
Jones Index theory for C*-subalgebras was developed in [Wa, KW1]
based on the idea that if A/B is an inclusion of unital C*-algebras
with finite index, B should be regarded as a finite projective module over
A. More specifically, a conditional expectation E: B  A has finite index
if there is a finite subset [u1 , ..., un]/B, called a basis, such that x=
ni=1 ui E(ui*x) for all x # B. In [Wa], [(u1 , u1*), ..., (un , un*)] is called a
quasi-basis. The index of E is defined by Index E= i uiui*. It is shown
that Index E does not depend on the choice of basis and Index E is in the
center of B. We see that Index EeI and Index E=I if and only if A=B.
We consider X=BA as a right Hilbert A-module with the A-valued inner
product (x | y)A =E(x*y). Define a unital isometric *-homomorphism
,: A  K=KA (XA )=LA (XA ) by ,(a) x=ax for a # A and x # X=B.
More generally, in [KW1] the authors considered the concept of Hilbert
bimodules of finite type. We denote by d(X) the (minimal) dimension of a
Hilbert bimodule of finite type.
Let us regard X as an object of the tensor C*-category HbA with objects
Hilbert A-bimodules and arrows between two objects X and Y the sub-
space ALA (XA , YA ) of LA (XA , YA ) of operators that commute with
the left A-action. Assume that X has finite intrinsic dimension in HbA in
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the sense of [LR], i.e., there are arrows R # A LA(AA , YA  A XA ) and
R # A LA (AA , XA  A YA ) satisfying the conjugate equations.
R *1X b 1_R=1X ,
R*1Y b 1Y R =1Y .
X is called real (resp. pseudoreal) if there is a solution of the conjugate
equations with Y=X and R =R (R =&R resp.).
Let A be a unital C*-algebra, and let X be a Hilbert bimodule over A
such that XA is finite projective. It is then straightforward to check that X
is real (resp. pseudoreal) if and only if there is an invertible F: X  X such
that
F(axa$)=a$*F(x) a*,
for a, a$ # A, x # X, and satisfying F2=I (F2=&I resp.).
The bimodule arising from an inclusion of C*-algebras A/B with finite
Jones index in the sense of [Wa] is a typical example of real Hilbert
A-bimodule.
5.1. Theorem. Let X be a Hilbert A-bimodule, with real or pseudoreal
structure defined by an element R such that &(R*R)&1&<1. Then the map
J  J & A is a bijective correspondence between closed ideals of OX
and X-invariant ideals of A. In particular OX is simple if and only if A is
X-simple. Furthermore, if A is nonnuclear, then OX is nonnuclear.
Proof. By Theorem 4.3. we need to show that every closed X-invariant
ideal J of A satisfies JX=J and that X is (II )-free.
To prove the first claim it is enough to show that for some s # N, X s
contains a central element S (i.e., aS=Sa, a # A) satisfying (S | S)A=I,
since, then, if a # JX we have a=(S | Sa)A =(S | ,(a) S)A # J.
We set S :=R(R*R)&12 # X 2. We have that
S*_(S)=(R*R)&12 _((R*R)&12) # ,(A)$ & LA (XA ),
hence &S*_(S)&&(R*R)&1&<1. We check that the isometries Sn :=
_n&1(S) } } } _(S) S # A$ & X2n satisfy the properties required for (I )-freeness.
Now (4.1) is a consequence of the fact that Sn is an isometry. We prove
(4.2). S *n _
n(Sn)=S*n&1_n&1(Sn&1) _n&1(S*_(S)) hence &S*n _n(Sn)&<1.
We now show that X is (II )-free. Let J be a closed X-invariant ideal of A.
For any n # N let ?n : X n  (XXJ) n denote the nth tensor power of the
quotient map ?: X  XXJ . Then the elements ?2n(S2n) # (XXJ) 2n are still
isometries in (AJ)$ & (XXJ) 2n that satisfy the required properties.
Finally if A is nonnuclear, then OX is nonnuclear, because there exists a
conditional expectation E OXA : OX  A by Lemma 2.6.
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Note that if d(X) is the minimal dimension of X then d(X)&1
&(R*R)&1&. However, the condition d(X)>1 is not enough to hold the
theorem true in general (if we do not assume that A has trivial center) as
the following counterexample shows.
Example 1. Let A1=C=B1 and A2=C/B2=C
2. Consider condi-
tional expectations E1=id: B1  A1 and E2 : B2  A2 defined by E2(x, y)
=( x+ y2 ,
x+ y
2 ). Set A=A1 A2 /B=B1 B2 and E=E1 E2 : B  A,
X1=(B1)A1 and X2=(B2)A2 , X=BA with inner product defined by E,
and left and right actions of A defined by multiplication. Since X=
X1 X2 , we have
OX $OX1 OX2 $C(T)O2 .
Thus it is clear that OX is not simple. We have d(X)>1 but there is no
bijective correspondence between ideals, because OX1 is isomorphic to C(T).
In fact X is not (II)-free since XXA2=C is not (I )-free.
However, if we assume that A is X-simple, the conclusions of the above
theorem hold in the following important particular case.
5.2 Theorem. Let A/B be an inclusion of unital C*-algebras. Let
E=B  A be a conditional expectation with finite index in the sense of
[Wa]. Consider X=BA as a right Hilbert A-module with (x | y)A =
E(x*y) for x, y # B and define a left A-action ,: A  KA (XA ) by
,(a) x=ax, for a # A and x # X. If A is X-simple and Index E{I, then the
C*-algebra OX is simple.
Proof. We show that X is (I )-free, so the result is a consequence of
Corollary 4.4. Since Index E{I, we have that the Jones projection eA {I
and there exists an element x0 # X such that eA (x0){x0 . Since eA # A$ &
KA (XA ), we can define qk=eA  } } } eA  (1&eA ) # KA (X k+1A ) for
each k # N. Then it is easy to see that qk # A$ & OX and for any m # N with
1EmEk, we have qk _m(qk)=0. Since
(qk(1 } } } 1x0) | 1 } } } 1 (x0&eA (x0)))A
=(1 } } }  (x0&eA (x0)) | 1 } } } 1 (x0&eA (x0)))A
=(x0&eA (x0) | x0&eA (x0))A {0,
qk {0. Let J=[a # A; ab=aE(b) for all b # B]. Then J is a closed ideal of
A and it is X-invariant. In fact for a # J, x, y, b # B we have
(x | ay)A b=E(x*ab) b=E(x*aE( y)) b
E(x*) aE(E( y) b)=(x | ay)A E(b).
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Thus J=[0] since I  J and A is X-simple. Now the *-homomorphism
A % a  ,(a) qk # O (0)X has kernel exactly J, hence it is faithful. This shows
that X is (I )-free.
Example 2. Let A be a unital C*-algebra, G a finite group, and
:: G  Aut A an automorphic action. Consider the crossed product
B=A<: G and the natural conditional expectation E: B  A, and let
*g # B be the unitary in B implementing :g . Consider X=BA as a right
Hilbert module with ,: A  KA (XA) as above. If the order n of G is not
equal to one and A is simple, the OX is simple. The C*-algebra OX is
uniquely determined by the generators A and n isometries [Sg ; g # G]
with the relations aSg=Sg :&1g (a) and g SgS*g=I. A concrete realization
is given in BOn . Let [Tg ; g # G] be the generators of On . Then OX is
generated by [aI; a # A] and [Sg=*g Tg]. If the action : is trivial,
then OX is isomorphic to the tensor product AOn . Therefore OX looks
like a twisted tensor product of A by the Cuntz algebra On , that is,
‘‘OX $A : On]’’ by an abuse of notation.
Example 3. Let G be a free group on two generators and H a sub-
group of G with [G : H]=n. Then H is also a free group of n+1 gener-
ators. By [Po] we have an inclusion of simple C*-algebras A=
C*r (H)/B=C
*
r (G) and a conditional expectation E: B  A such that
E(g # G xg*g)=h # H xh*h . Put X=BA as above. Then OX is simple and
nonnuclear by Theorem 5.1.
Example 4. Let e1 , e2 , ... be a sequence of Jones projections such that
ei ei\1ei=(4 cos2 ?5)&1ei for i=1, 2, ... Let B=C*[1, e1 , e2 , e3 , ...]#
A=C*[1, e2 , e3 , : ...] and E: B  A a conditional expectation of finite
index as in [Wa, Example 3.3.14]. Since A is simple and Ind E=
4 cos2 ?5 we have that OX is simple by Theorem 5.1.
(b) CuntzKrieger Bimodules
In this subsection we focus our attention on a class of finite projective
Hilbert bimodules over a finite direct sum of simple unital C*-algebras. We
start with a couple of easy results that we shall need.
5.3. Proposition If X is a full Hilbert C*-bimodule over a unital
C*-algebra A then there is a multiplet y^=[ y1 , ..., yn] in X such that
:
i
( yi | y i)A =I.
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The c.p. map 8y^ : T # OX  i yi*Ty i # OX satisfies
8y^(A_(B))=8y^(A) B, A # OX , B # A$ & OX ,
therefore is a left inverse of _ on A$ & OX .
Proof. Since X is full and A is unital, there are elements zi and z$i such
that &i (zi | z$i)A &I&<1. In particular i (zi | z$i)A is invertible, so we
may assume  i (zi | z$i)A =1. The matrix (%z$i , z$j) is positive, thus there are
Ti, k # LA (XA ) such that (%z$i , z$j)=k Ti, k T*j, k . It follows that
:
i, j, k
(T*i, k zi | T*j, k zj)A =I.
The elements yk= j T*j, kzj satisfy the desired properties.
5.4. Lemma. If A is unital and X is a full Hilbert bimodule over A then
Z(LA (XA ))=[x # X  xa # X, a # Z(A)].
Proof. Clearly the set at the right hand side is contained in the center
of LA (XA ). Let y1 , ..., yn be a multiplet in X such that i ( yi | y i)A =I. If
T # Z(LA (XA )) then for any x # X,
Tx=:
i
T%x, yi yi=:
i
%x, yi Tyi=x :
i
( yi | Ty i)A .
Replacing x by xu, with u unitary in A, shows that a=i ( yi | Ty i)A is in
the center of A, and the proof is complete.
We denote by rn : a # Z(A)  rn(a) # Z(LA (X nA )) the action of Z(A)
on X n given by right multiplication. We write r for r1 .
Let A be the direct sum of d>1 unital simple C*-algebras,
A=A1  } } } Ad
and let p1 , ..., pd denote the minimal central projections of A. We associate
to X the matrix A # Md ([0, 1]) defined by
A(i, j)=0, if ,( pi) r( pj)=0
A(i, j)=1, if ,( pi) r( pj){0.
Recall that A is called irreducible if for any pair of i, j there is n # N such
that An(i, j)>0.
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5.5. Proposition. A is X-simple if and only if the associated matrix A
is irreducible.
Proof. A is X-simple if and only if for all j, the smallest X-invariant
ideal containing pj is A, that is to say, for all i there is n such that
[(x | ,( pj) ypi), x, y # X n]{0.
In other words, ,( pj) rn( pi){0. To complete the proof we need to show
that ,( pi) r( pi1){0, ..., ,( pin) r( pj){0 imply ,( pi) r( p i1) } } } rn( pj){0 and
hence ,( pi) rn( p j){0. By induction, assume that ,( pi) r( pi1) } } } rn&1( pin)
{0. The map
T # LA (X nA )  rn( pj) T
is injective on rn&1( pin)LA (X
n
A ) so the proof is completed by the previous
lemma.
Following Cuntz and Krieger, we consider the commutative C*-sub-
algebra DA generated by rk( pi), i=1, ..., d, k=1, 2, ...
5.6. Proposition The spectrum of DA is the compact space
!A=[(xk)k # N , xk=1, ..., d, A(xk , xk+1)=1].
Each projection pi corresponds to the characteristic function of
Z(i)=[(xk) # !A , x1=i].
Furthermore the endomorphism _ acts on !A as the one-sided shift on the left.
Proof. The spectrum of DA is given by
[(xk)k # N , xk=1, ..., d, px1r( px2) } } } rn( pxn+1){0, n # N],
so the arguments of the previous proposition complete the proof.
5.7. Theorem. Let A be the direct sum of d>1 unital simple
C*-algebras as above. Let X be a finite projective Hilbert bimodule over A.
If the associated matrix A satisfies condition (I ) of [CK] then X is (I )-free.
In particular, if A is irreducible and non-permutation then OX is a simple
C*-algebra.
Proof. We can apply the arguments of [CK, Lemmas 2.6, 2.7] to
LA (X kA ) in place of Fk , and to a basis [x i] of X in place of the partial
isometries Si and deduce that for all k, r # N there is a projection q # DA
such that
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&_r(q) T&=&T&, T # LA (X rA ),
q_ j (q)=0, 0<| j |<k.
Approximating q by a projection in some Z(LA (X pA )) gives an element
with the desired properties.
6. BIMODULES OVER PURELY INFINITE C*-ALGEBRAS
In this section we present a class of examples of purely infinite simple
C*-algebras of the form OX .
6.1. Theorem. Let X be a finite projective right Hilbert bimodule over a
unital purely infinite simple C*-algebra A. If X is (I )-free, then OX is simple
and purely infinite.
Proof. Note that if Y is a finite projective Hilbert module over A then
LA (YA ) is isomorphic to a full corner of some Md (A), so it is simple and
purely infinite. Now O (0)X is simple and purely infinite since it is the induc-
tive limit of LA (X rA ).
Let T be a non-zero positive element in OX . Since m0(T ) is a non-zero
positive element in the purely infinite C*-algebra O (0)X , there exists W # O
(0)
X
such that W*m0(T ) W=1. Put S=X*TW. Then m0(S)=1. Choose 0<
=<15. Then there exists B # 0OX with &S&B&<=. Put B0=m0(B) # 0O (0)X .
Then &1&B0&=&m0(S&B)&<=. Let C=B&B0+I # 0OX . Then
&C&B&<= and &S&C&<2=. Consider the expansion C=kj=&k Cj #
0OX ,
with Cj # LA (X pA , X
p+ j
A ) for some p. Note that C0=m0(C)=I. By the
proof of Theorem 4.3, considering the product of operators that appear
in the iterating argument, (I )-freeness provides an element R # A$ & 0OX
satisfying R*R # O (0)X , &R*CR&R*C0R&<=, and &R*R&=&R*C0R&=
&C0&=1. Then
&R*SR&R*R&&R*(S&C) R&+&R*(C&C0) R&<2=.
Since R*R has norm one, there exists V # O (0)X such that V*R*RV=I and
&V&<1+=. Then we have
&V*R*SRV&I&=&V*R*SRV&V*R*RV&
<3=(1+=)2<108125<1.
Hence V*R*SRV is positive invertible and there exists Y # OX such that
Y*TY=1. Therefore OX is purely infinite.
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Remark 1. In the above theorem, instead of assuming that A is purely
infinite, we may assume that A has real rank zero and that for any natural
number r and for any non-zero projection P # LA (X rA ) there exists
x # X r with Px=x and (x | x)A =1. Just note the fact that x*x=I and
Ix*Pxx*%x, xx=x*xx*x=I.
Remark 2. If we know a priori that OX is simple then we can conclude,
without assuming that X is (I )-free, that OX is purely infinite as follows. By
[Pe, Theorems 8.10.4, 8.10.10], O (0)X has trivial relative commutant in OX .
Let now x be the image in OX of a non-zero element in X. By the pure
infiniteness of A there is a # A such that a*x*xa=I, so replacing x by xa,
we may assume that x is an isometry. Note that OX is generated by O (0)X and
x. Now the triviality of the relative commutant implies that all the powers
of the endomorphism \ implemented by x on O (0)X are outer. If x is unitary
then OX is the crossed product of O
(0)
X by the automorphism \ so it is simple
[Ki] and purely infinite [JKO, Theorem 3.2]. If x is a proper isometry,
then OX is the crossed product of a simple purely infinite C*-algebra by a
proper corner endomorphism, such that all powers are outer so by [JKO,
Theorem 2.1], OX is simple and purely infinite.
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